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who are we?
We are Tobiah and Laura. We love photography and we love
each other. We know that we have the best job in the whole
wide world and we love to share what we do!
We love to create not just stunning photographs, but art. We
feel that photographs are a way of feeling, of touching, of
loving. A moment that is captured forever... it remembers little
things, long after you have forgotten everything.
We have a unique style which we feel sets us apart from the
thousands of other photographers in your area! You cannot
compare photography. You can only recognize when a 		
photograph makes you feel something special.
Our photographs are all about drama, atmosphere, emotions,
style and fun! We love weddings and believe that it is vital that
the experience is enjoyable - If not it won’t show in your		
photographs.
We are not limited to a particular genre of photography. We fuse
modern contemporary, fashion styles with reportage and
traditional styles.
We are based in Cheshire and Manchester but love to 		
photograph all over the UK and even destination weddings

that's us!
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Prices. weddings.
optional extras

2500 including
*
*
*
*
*

pre wedding consultation & planning
photographic coverage from morning preparation to 9pm
a gorgeous 30 page wedding album or high resolution
disc of images
online proofing and purchasing client gallery
excellent service every step of the way
(ask about our 5 hour package at 1850)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

disc of high resolution images - £495
extra coverage - £200 per hour / £500 for 3 hours
extra album pages - £25 each / mini albums -£200
upgrade album from 10x10” to 12x12" £250
upgrade 10x10” album to Luxury Queensberry 12x12" -£750
pre-wedding photo session - £350
photobooth with images - £350 w/ photobooth album £500

albums.

please make an appointment to view our beautiful albums in person

albums.

please make an appointment to view our beautiful albums in person

Folio Albums - included in our
standard album package are hand
made in the United Kingdom. Folio
Albums are made using traditional
methods and the latest materials,
technologies and techniques.
Folio albums print your images on
fine art archival quality paper which
has a beautiful matte finish that is
lovely to touch. They open flat with
an almost invisble crease down the
center of the album.
Folio albums use paper that is
recycled or from sustainable sources
only. And come in a wide variety of
cover materials. Text debossing is
also available

RedTree Albums - included in our
standard album package are hand
made in the USA.

Queensberry Albums are widely regarded as the best in the world - and
for good reason.

You just have to hold a Red Tree album to appreciate the quality and
craftmanship that goes into each of
their albums.

Each album is made in New Zealand
and truly is a work of art.
Queensberry blend the traditional
with the contemporary.

With thicker pages than our Folio albums Red Tree albums are printed
using Fuji Crystal Archive Lustre
paper and display your images with a
unique clarity.

Queensberry Albums are available in
a traditional matted style.
We offer two ranges of Queensberry
- The Press Range which goes up to
12x12” in size and the Deluxe Duo
album which goes up to 18x12” in
size.

Red Tree Albums come in a variety of
cover materials and there are options
for photo cut-outs on the front of your
album and text debossing.

Queesberry Press albums are
included in our basic package and
the handmade Deluxe Duo album is
an optional extra.

pre-wedding
sessions.
The pre wedding portrait session is all about
photographs that capture your love for one
another.
We meet up, have some fun and get to know
each other a little better. The session will
help you to get more comfortable in front
of the camera. At the end of the session
you will have some amazing photographs
to decorate your walls with, or even use for
a guestbook at your wedding. We spend
around two hours taking photographs of you
in the location of your choice.
Our pre-wedding sessions come with all digital files on disc for you to use freely.
Just £350 Per session

photobooth.
Our photobooths are all about having fun!
We have fun, you have fun and your guests have
fun!
We set up the wedding photobooth after the
first dance and have the photobooth open for
1.5 hours. We bring props and help your guests
along in creating great fun photographs.
We deliver all of your photographs in high resolution on CD for you to send to all your friends.
We also can create an optional photobooth book
to keep the crazyness separate from your main
wedding collection!
From Just £350

faq's.

for more information, please contact us photo@tobiahtayo.com or +(44) 7885907887

do you recommend a pre wedding portrait session?

how many photographs do we get?

Yes, pre wedding shoots are great for getting to know us better and
for getting used to being in front of the camera.

At a wedding we tyoically take over 2000 photographs. We then
work our magic, picking out all the best images - removing photos
where you may be blinking or mid sentence! We don’t limit the number of wedding photographs that we give to you, but you can expect over 500 photographs. We typically deliver from our weddings
around 750 photographs. By then you will probably have run out of
wall space!

Who will photograph my wedding?
We love to work together, so you get both of us whether you like it or
not! That’s Tobiah as main photographer and Laura as second 		
photographer, assistant and general wedding day helper! It works
great that way, and thats how we capture every part of your wedding
day.

how can I use the high resolution images?
The high-resolution images come on DVD in both colour and black
and white. You can use the files to print high quality prints &
canvases send photos your friends, share them on facebook or use
any other way you can think of - although mouse mats and mugs are
quite cheesy!

can our family buy albums or prints?
Yes, of course. We are happy for you to share your photos with your
friends and family but we also put your photographs into an online
gallery for proofing and ordering to make it easy.

how long will it take to get our wedding photographs?
We work hard to make sure that your photos are ready as soon as
possible without comprimising the quality. We aim to have the online
proofing gallery available withing four weeks of your wedding date
but it’s often less.

How do we book you?
It’s great for us to meet before you book us, so we can get to know
you a little better. If you can’t meet us, it’s no problem. To secure a
date we require a £500 booking fee and the balance is payable one
month before the wedding date.

Do you have backup equipment?
A pro photographer should always have professional equipment if
they take their job seriously. We have 5 camera bodies worth over
£10,000, many lenses again worth about £10,000 and lighting
equipment to the value of £5000.

Are you insured?
Yes we have professional indemnity insurance for up to £5 million.
That should just about cover it!

Are you vat registered?
Yes we are VAT registered and vat invoices are available on request.

